If a granular material is poured from above on a horizontal surface between two parallel, vertical plates, a sand heap grows in time. For small piles, the grains flow smoothly downhill, but after a critical pile size xc, the flow becomes intermittent: sudden avalanches slide downhill from the apex to the base, followed by an "uphill front" that slowly climbs up, until a new downhill avalanche interrupts the process. By means of experiments controlling the distance between the apex of the sandpile and the container feeding it from above, we show that xc grows linearly with the input flux, but scales as the square root of the feeding height. We explain these facts based on a phenomenological model, and demonstrate that our controlled experiments allow to predict the value of xc for the common situation in which the feeding height decreases as the pile increases in size.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Granular matter is known to display many unexpected behaviors. Some examples are the "Brazil-nuts" effects [1] , wave patterns in vibrated grains [2] ; ticking sand in hourglasses [3] , terminal-velocity and gravityindependent penetration into granular beds [4, 5] , uphill perturbations [6, 7] and free surface waves [8] in granular flows. In this paper, we concentrate in another interesting -but poorly studied-behaviour observed in surface granular flows: the continuous-to-intermittent transition (CIT).
The phenomenon was firstly described in the so-called rotating drum geometry, i.e., for a cylinder partially filled with granular matter rotating around its symmetry axis, which lays along the horizontal direction. If the device rotates slowly enough, the flow of grains near the free surface is intermittent, so its shape changes periodically. However, if the rotation speed is increased to a higher value, grains flow smoothly in such a way the free surface maintains a relatively constant shape as reported by Rajchenbach in 1990 [9] . Using photon-correlated spectroscopy, Lemieux and Durian demonstrated, in 2000, the existence of a continuous to intermittent transition in the flow of glass beads down a heap of fixed dimensions as the input flux was decreased [10] , which was corroborated by Jop, Forterre and Pouliquen in 2005 for a somewhat different heap geometry [11] .
In 2003, Altshuler and co-workers observed a continuous to intermittent transition in narrow rivers of sand moving down conical piles, as the size of the pile increased at fixed input flux or, for a fixed size, if the input flux was decreased [12] . In 2008, they observed similar dependencies in the CIT for granular heaps confined between two vertical plates [13] . As in most experimental work in granular heaps, the distance between the apex of the pile and the granular container feeding the pile (feeding height, h) was not kept constant: it decreased as the sandpile increased in size. The problem has been recently solved by designing an electro-optical system able to keep that feeding height constant at any desired value [14, 15] .
Here, we used those developments to establish the phenomenology of the CIT in granular heaps with a controlled value of the dropping height. Our experiments reveal that the horizontal size of the pile where the CIT takes place x c depends linearly with the input flux and as the squared root of the dropping height. We explain those scalings in terms of a simple phenomenological model based on previous knowledge on granular flows, and show that it is possible to predict the size of the pile where the CIT takes place without controlling the dropping height, based on the data obtained by controlling it.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A sand heap is grown into a Hele Shaw cell of width w = 12 mm consisting in two vertical glass plates perpendicular to a flat horizontal surface of 28 cm long. One of the thin vertical sides of the cell is closed by a glass wall, and the opposite one is open. A thin stream of sand is dropped through a rectangular slit made on the bottom of a parallelepiped-shaped container held on top of the cell, so the sand enters parallel and near the thin, closed vertical wall of the Hele-Shaw cell. As a result, a sand heap forms that grows from the closed vertical wall to the open wall, as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . The input flux F in is obtained from the pictures, where the total pile area is determined as function of time. F in = Q in /w, where Q in is the volumetric input flux. A feature that distinguishes this setup from most ones reported in the literature is the fact that the distance between the point of delivery of the sand and the upper part of the heap, h, can be held constant in time (within a range from 1 cm to 15 cm) due to the vertical movement of the sand container. This is achieved thanks to a feedback system: when a laser light is interrupted by the growing tip of the heap, a signal is sent to a motor that slightly rises the position of the sand container until a new laser beam detection [14] . The constancy of h is illustrated in the spatial-temporal diagram shown in Fig.  1(b) taken along a vertical line near the taller side of the heap. Of course, if the container is kept at a fixed height relative to the laboratory, the heap grows in a "conventional way", i.e., with h decreasing as the height of the pile increases.
In our experiments, we used sand from "Santa María" beach, located approximately 20 km to the East of the city of Havana, basically made of grains with a average size of 100 microns, and an average effective density of 2.65 g/cm 3 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Presentation of the continuous to intermittent transition
As the piles grow, a transition between continuous to intermittent behaviour is observed: from the time the first grains hit the floor of the Hele-Shaw cell, up to a certain horizontal length x c of the bottom of the heap, the flow of grains is continuous: grains flow down the heap forming a fluid layer next to the free surface of the pile, which is basically straight. As the horizontal length of the pile grows above x c , an intermittent regime is reached: an "avalanche" of grains slides down the hill from the upper side of the pile all the way to the lower side, and stops, forming a step-front that moves uphill as new grains are fed into the pile. Once the uphill stepfront reaches a certain point near the top of the pile, a new downhill avalanche takes place, and so on. The continuous to intermittent flow transition occurring at x = x c was originally reported for experiments in which h is not controlled [13] , and has been recently seen by us for controlled height experiments [15] .
The transition can be easily visualized in Fig. 2 , based on a measurement with a bidimensional input flux of 0.42 cm 2 /s and a constant deposition height h = 5 cm. The first quantity plotted is the length of the base along the horizontal axis near the bottom of the Hele-Shaw cell [16] as time goes by. We have also plotted the temporal evolution of the average angle of the free surface relative to the horizontal. Notice that firstly, the slope of the pile grows in time in a noisy way, and then starts to oscillate around an average angle (of approximately 32 degrees) after t c ≈ 21 s, corresponding to an horizontal size of the pile of x c ≈ 11.2 cm. That is just the moment where the horizontal length of the curve crosses from a continuum to an intermittent behaviour: the horizontal steps correspond to the time intervals during which a step-front climbs uphill after each downhill avalanche, keeping constant the length of the pile. Notice after t ≈ 125 s the pile reaches a new continuous regime widely studied in the literature -a stacionary heap-that we will not discuss here.
B. Dependence of the transition on the input flux and deposition height Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the transition pile lengths (x c ) and times (t c ) on the input flux (F ) and the deposition heights (h). Fig. 3(a) indicates the dependence of the transition length is linear with the input flux. On the other hand, Fig. 3(b) and (c) show the transition length scales as the squared root of the deposition height, and the transition time scales linearly with the deposition height, respectively.
These dependencies can be understood by means of a simple model of the growing heap whose geometry is sketched in Fig. 1(a) . Let us consider the continuous flow regime. In a very simplified way, the heap can be modeled by a "static" (lighter color in Fig. 1(a) ) heap on top of which a layer of grains of thickness δ flows downhill from the input point to the lower extreme of the pile (darker color in Fig. 1(a) ). The free surface of this flowing layer makes an angle θ with the horizontal direction. We will assume at the top of the pile the grains are basically static, and flow downhill under the effect of gravity and of an effective friction characterized by the coefficient µ. Due to the net downhill acceleration, the speed of the mobile grains increases, so mass conservation implies δ decreases from the feeding point to the bottom of the pile.
Under the hypothesis that the potential energy of the grains at a height Y (see Fig. 1(a) ) is entirely converted into kinetic energy at the end of the heap, minus the frictional work along the surface of the pile associated to the effective friction and neglecting the initial kinetic energy in front of this potential energy, we get that the pile horizontal size at which the transition occurs is given by:
where we have assumed, at x = x c , the thickness of the flowing layer reaches a minimum δ = δ min , after which the flowing grains cannot "continually cover" the whole surface of the pile, so intermittency starts. In (1), Q is the volumetric flow of grains given by wδv, where v is the downhill speed of the grains. Now, consider during the shocks at the top of the pile, the arriving grains (falling from a height h) put some other grains in motion, and the flux of flowing grains Q is not necessarily identical to the incoming flux, Q in . With a balance of momentum of density ρv, transported by the flux and projected along the slope direction, we can write the conservation of momentum flux during the shocks at the tip of the pile:
We note that v in = √ 2gh (free fall) and v 0 = Q/(wδ 0 ) where δ 0 is the initial depth of the flowing layer, put in motion by the impact of the incoming grains. Hence,
Substituting this expression of Q into Eq. 1 yields
Assuming that δ 0 , θ and µ depend very weakly on the input flux and the deposition height, Eq. 4 explains the general shape of the dependencies displayed in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Furthermore, in view of the fact that mass conservation dictates the horizontal length of the pile scales with time as t 1/2 (see the fit displayed in Fig. 2 ), Eq. 4 immediately explains the experimental behaviour illustrated in Fig. 3(c) .
C. Predicting the transition: from fixed-h to variable-h piles
Differently from most of previous research, our experiments show the continuous to intermittent transition in a completely controlled way: not only the input flux is controlled, but also the deposition height is fixed. Typical experiments look at the transition without changing the position of the funnel feeding the heap, so h, decreases as the upper side of the heap grows. That behaviour is represented experimentally by the solid, decreasing lines in Fig. 4 and can be modeled by applying the mass conservation principle: h varies in time as h 0 − √ 2tF tan θ c , where h 0 is the initial height of the container over the bottom of the Hele-Shaw cell and θ c the critical angle of the pile's surface.
Straight lines (dashed) increasing in time (which are linear fits to the experimental values represented by squares) correspond to the evolution of the transition from the continuous to the intermittent regime for controlled-h experiments: each point of that line correspond to t f ixedh c for a different value of h. The line represents the interface between the continuous and the intermittent regimes for those input fluxes, then, the times at which the two curves intercept should match the transition time for a free-h experiment, i.e., t . The insets, which correspond to piles grown without controlling the deposition height, show that our prediction is correct. Futhermore, it can be determined at which fixed-h the transition occurs at the same time for both kind of experiments, fixed-h and variable-h. Following the same idea in Fig. 4 the value of x c can be predicted as well. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a systematic study of the surface flow on a granular heap where grains are added from a controlled height, h. As the pile grows, the flow is first continuous, and then intermittent: for small piles, the free surface is smooth, but after reaching an horizontal pile size x c avalanches flow down the hill, and step-like fronts then climb uphill until a new downhill avalanche occurs. We have found that x c grows linearly with the input flux, and as h 1/2 with the deposition height. We explain these facts based on a model where mass and energy are conserved along the surface of the pile and where incoming grains falling from a height h transmit momentum to other grains at the upper end of the pile, "kicking off" downhill avalanches. Moreover, by systematically comparing experiments with controlled h and with noncontrolled h (as typically reported in the literature) we are able to predict the values of t c and x c in the latter case based on its values in the former.
